
SPINERGY
STONE CARE SOLUTIONS

REVIVE
STONE COLOR ENHANCER & SEALER

Product of:

CST22GL

RTU pH = 4.0

Directions:

• Revives and brings out the
   natural color and beauty of
   stone and seals it against
   spills and soiling

• Can diguise minor etching
   and scratching

• Keep from freezing, not freeze-
   thaw stable

• Rejuvenate and revitalize stone

• Ideal for porous, unpolished
   stone, slate, and saltillo tile
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Revives Stones Appearance Back To “Like New” T
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Revive Stone Color Enhancer and Sealer is 
designed to reveal the vibrant colors hidden in 
the stone and highlight all the rich colors of the 
stone. Revive Color Stone Enhancer is designed 
for use on natural stone such as limestone, slate, 
travertine, sandstone, flagstone, tumbled stone, 
flamed stone & textured stone. Revive will reju-
venate and revitalize the appearance of almost 
any interior stone floor or surface. It is ide-
ally designed for porous, unpolished stone and 
saltillo tile. It’s easy-to-use water based formula 
provides standard protection against most spills 
and stains. 

Revive Stone Color Enhancer and Sealer may 
also be used to disguise minor etching and 
scratching in polished stone surfaces.

Read entire label before using. Use only as directed. 
Test in a small inconspicuous area with a 24-hour 
cure time to determine ease of application and 
desired results. Allow new grout installations to 
cure for at least 72 hours prior to application. Be 
sure surface is clean, thoroughly dry and free of 
sealers, waxes and coatings. Not recommended for 
exterior surfaces. 

1. Shake vigorously before each use..

2. Apply a thin, even coat of Revive using a paint
pad, roller or brush. For larger areas, Revive can
be applied by pouring or spraying using a low-pres-
sure sprayer, and spreading with a clean synthetic 
bristled brush. Avoid applying product on surfaces 
on which it is not intended to be used.
Do not aerosolize this product.

3. Allow product to penetrate the surface for 15–30 
minutes; denser material may require maximum 
time for Revive to penetrate. Keep surface wet with 
sealer, adding more product if needed to prevent 

dry spots, for the entire penetration time. Following 
penetration time, completely wipe surface clean and 
dry with absorbent towels. For larger areas, buff the 
surface using a rotary floor machine and white pad. 
DO NOT ALLOW EXCESS REVIVE TO DRY 
COMPLETELY ON SURFACE.

4. A second coat may be needed for porous, absor-
bent surfaces or if a darker appearance is required. 
Apply second coat no sooner than 1 hour after first 
coat following directions in steps 1–3. Clean tools 
used during application with water.

5. A full cure is achieved after 24–72 hours; foot 
traffic may begin in 6–8 hours. 

6. For use to disguise minor etching or scratch-
ing on polished stone surfaces, apply solution to 
cloth and rub into etch mark. A second coat may 
be necessary. After second application, if etch is 
still visible, polishing will need to be performed to 
eliminate etch.


